
Zolatone multicoloured wall coatings are designed to give a long service life in demanding environments. 

To keep surfaces looking smart and fresh, the following recommendations should be followed:

Cleaning

Surfaces may be washed with a mild soapy detergent, mixed to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Any product used should fi rst be tested in an inconspicuous place, to determine they are compatible 

with the coating’s surface.

Use a sponge rather than a cloth, to wash and rinse walls. (A cloth can shine a fl at surface, or dull a 

lustrous one).

For more stubborn stains, a mild abrasive cleaner such as “Jif” may be used with care on a wet sponge, 

and be sure to rinse with clean water afterwards. For more “permanent” stains a 70% isopropyl alcohol 

solution may be used carefully, again followed by rinsing the wall surface.

Occasionally wash the whole wall to remove dust, dirt and grime in order to keep your Zolatone multicolour 

fi nish looking fresh and your premises of a high standard.

Do not use cleaners or abrasives that contain chlorine, as they may bleach sensitive colour pigments.  

Do not use scouring pads as they will destroy the protective surface fi lm.

Wall Damage

A major feature of Zolatone coatings is their ability to be spot-repaired, with virtually an invisible mend being 

achieved in areas where the wall or coating has been damaged or an extremely stubborn mark proves diffi cult 

to remove.

Zone Architectural Products can arrange a regular spot repair service, which will keep surfaces looking 

“as new” for many years. Or we can put you in touch with a local approved Zolatone applicator for when

this service is required.

Zone Architectural Products representatives are available to provide assistance. 

Call 1800 103 338 (AUS), 0800 508 800 (NZ), or refer to www.zoneranges.com and 

click on the Zolatone page. Video clips are online for your assistance and instruction.
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